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process is devised to improve device stability and performance. It is found that the 
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limit the breakdown conduction during the SET operation.  In addition, it was found that 
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Chapter 1: Introduction & Objectives 

As field effect transistor (FET) based non-volatile flash memory is scaled below 

100 nm, increased power dissipation and operational failure are observed due to the 

short channel effects and a non-scalable sub-threshold slope and [1]. It is expected that 

the flash memory will approach the end of its scaling within a decade. The need to 

satisfy the projected increase in demand for high performance memory has led to the 

development of a number of novel non-FET based devices and architectures as potential 

next-generation replacements for flash [2]. Among these potential replacements, 

resistive random access memory (RRAM) (also known as memristors [3]) has attracted 

attention due to its simple structure, rapid program/erase speed, and low power 

consumption [4]. A resistive switching memory cell can be electrically programmed 

using a current or voltage pulse.  Although resistive switching in dielectrics placed 

between metal electrodes is well-established [5], it was the paper from Strutkov et al. 

[6] at HP that renewed interest in using these devices for memristive memory and has 

made this a very dynamic area of research. 

1.1 Choice of Zinc-Tin-Oxide: 

Although resistive switching has been observed in a large number of materials 

including TiO2 [7], NiO [8], NB2O5 [9], CuO [10], ZrO2 [11], ZnO [12], MnO [13], HfOx [14], 

TaOx [15], there has been recent interest in evaluating new materials that can be both 

the active switching material for memory as well as the active semiconductor for thin 

film transistors (TFT). The first example of this is the amorphous oxide semiconductor 
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indium-gallium-zinc-oxide (IGZO), a material which has attracted considerable interest 

for TFT applications [16] and more recently for RRAM [17]. Another amorphous oxide 

semiconductor, zinc-tin-oxide (ZTO), has performed well as an active semiconductor for 

TFTs. Also, ZTO has high transparency, good electron mobility, and low processing 

temperatures [18]. An advantage of ZTO over IGZO is that ZTO does not use In nor Ga, 

which are becoming increasingly expensive.  

In this thesis, the first report of resistive switching in ZTO is presented. Bipolar 

resistive switching is observed for solution-deposited ZTO without large voltage forming. 

The impact of compliance current on the magnitude of the ON resistance (RON) and OFF 

resistance (ROFF) states, the SET voltage (VSET) and RESET voltage (VRESET), endurance, 

retention and switching ratio are studied with respect to device area. A novel method of 

gradual-forming for minimizing the shift in VSET is implemented. Overall, it is found that 

ZTO can be considered as a promising candidate for RRAM applications. 

1.2 Thesis Outline 

 This thesis begins with a background chapter in which the existing flash memory 

technology and its limitations are reviewed and RRAM technology is introduced. This 

chapter includes a discussion on switching types, classification of proposed switching 

mechanisms, and potential advantages and disadvantages. In the next chapter, the 

experimental methods used to fabricate and characterize the devices physically and 

electrically are described. The next two chapters discuss the results of the work on the 

Al dot/ZTO/Ir blanket electrode device structure and the Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device 
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structure. In the following chapter, a possible conduction model is proposed. Lastly, the 

concluding chapter summarizes the work and includes recommendations for future 

work. 
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Chapter 2: Background 

2.1 Flash Challenges 

Non-volatile memory with an increased storage capacity is needed for personal 

electronics such as computers, smart mobile phones and digital cameras.  Although 

scaling of flash memory has enabled high density memories, with the most advanced 

NAND flash process technology at 20 nm [19], it is believed that transistor based flash 

memory will soon approach the end of scaling. To continue a Moore’s law like 

improvement of non-volatile memory capacity and performance, non-FET based device 

structures will likely be needed.  

 The desired characteristics of an ideal universal memory are shown in Table 1. 

Flash lacks several features, especially low power, fast programming time, unlimited 

endurance, and random erase. The high internal programming of flash ultimately limits 

the scaling of the memory cell and thus the ultimate density of flash memory. The cost 

of embedded flash memory is also affected since several extra mask levels are required. 
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Table 1: Characteristics of an ideal universal memory [20] 
 

Feature Universal Memory characteristics 

Read access Random and word 

Write access Random and word 

Erase access Random, word and block 

Read speed Fast, comparable to SRAM 

Write speed Fast, comparable to SRAM 

Erase speed Fast, comparable to SRAM 

Endurance Infinite, comparable to SRAM and DRAM 

Power Low 

Volatility Non-volatile, 10-year data retention, comparable to flash 

 

2.2 Potential Replacement Memories  

The leading replacements for non-volatile flash memory are (i) ferroelectric 

random access memory (FeRAM), (ii) magnetroresistive RAM (MRAM), (iii) phase 

change memory (PCM), and (iv)resistive RAM (RRAM). 

FeRAM has a similar structure to DRAM, but the dielectric layer is replaced by a 

ferroelectric layer. The applied electric field switches the polarization direction of the 

dipoles in the ferroelectric, thus achieving different memory states [21-23].   

MRAM is based on the relative magnetic orientations of two ferromagnetic 

plates, which are separated by a thin spacer layer. Resistance changes of over 100% can 

be achieved [24, 25] when the relative magnetization orientation changes between 

parallel and antiparallel alignment [26-29].  
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Even though MRAM and FeRAM both possess fast switching (<20 ns) and large 

programming endurance (>1015 write/erase), FeRAM suffers from a switching that does 

not scale with the cell size, and programming currents are in the milliampere range 

while MRAM devices, like the similar flash structure, show poor scalability [30]. 

PCM and RRAM appear to show greater potential for future integration. PCM is 

already more advanced due to continuous intensive research activities for more than 

forty years [31]. PCM devices are based on a chalcogenide material that allows for a 

phase change between an amorphous and a crystalline state with different values of 

resistance so that the states "0" and "1"can be written as a high resistance state (HRS) 

and a low resistance state (LRS). The phase transition is triggered by heat from a current 

pulse. The amorphous state is reached by quickly heating the device above the melting 

temperature and quenching it. Crystallization is induced by heating the device to a 

temperature below the melting point. To reach the temperature for the respective 

phase transition, high current density is needed. The comparably high power 

consumption for this memory technology is a drawback [32].  

Similar to PCM, RRAM also involves a change in resistance. Multiple models 

describing the switching mechanism have been proposed and will be discussed in 

section 2.9.  An advantage of RRAM over PCM is the lower amount of energy required to 

switch states.  In addition, with scaling to smaller dimensions, RRAM power 

consumption is further reduced and reliability is further strengthened [33]. Although the 

READ endurance of RRAM is excellent, it has poor WRITE endurance [34].  Also, the poor 
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understanding of the device physics hinders the development and optimization of 

RRAM.   

A brief comparison between different types of potential memory technologies is 

shown in Table 2. Overall, due to the simple structure and low voltage operation, RRAM 

is considered to be one of the most likely replacements for flash [35].  RRAM was thus 

chosen as the focus of this thesis and the remainder of this chapter will focus on RRAM 

technology. 

Table 2: Comparison between FeRAM, MRAM, PCM and RRAM [36].   
 

Memory FeRAM MRAM PCM RRAM Flash 

Writing Voltage 3.3 V 1.8 V N/A* 
1.2-1.5 

V 
>5V 

Cell Size (F2)* 30-100 10-30 5-8 4-6 4-10 

Access Time 35 ns 2 ns N/A N/A 65 ns 

Experimental 
Capacity 

128 
Mb 

32 Mb 512 Mb 64 kb 
256 
kb 

Endurance 1016   N.A 1012 106 

Multi-bit 
possibility 

No No Yes Yes Yes 

Year of volume 
production 

1988 2006 2009 
Not 
yet 

1988 

Product on 
market 

Yes Yes 
Coming 

soon 
Not 
yet 

Yes 

Product 
capacity 

8 Mb 4 Mb N/A N/A 
64 
Gb 

*F being the minimum feature size in nm. 
*N/A- Not Applicable 
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2.3 RRAM 

 RRAM is a two terminal device with a switching medium sandwiched between 

the top and bottom electrodes as shown in Fig. 1 and the resistance of the switching 

medium can be modulated by applying an electrical signal (current or voltage) to the 

electrodes.  

 

Figure 1: Metal(M)/ Insulator (I)/ Metal (M) 
 

The modulated states, the HRS and the LRS can be represented as logic values of 

1 and 0, respectively. The transition from the HRS to the LRS is called the SET process, 

while the transition from the LRS to the HRS is called the RESET process. Depending on 

voltage polarity, the resistive switching behavior of an RRAM device is classified as a 

unipolar and bipolar as shown in Fig. 2. In the case of unipolar resistive switching (Fig. 

2a), the polarity of the external voltage for the RESET and SET processes is the same. For 

bipolar resistive switching (Fig. 2b), the polarities of the external voltage for the RESET 

and SET processes are opposite [25]. The compliance current (CC) is generally used to 
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limit current during the initial forming step (discussed in detail below) and subsequent 

SET processes, preventing the device from undergoing permanent breakdown. 

 

Figure 2: (a) Unipolar Resistive Switching (URS) and (b) Bipolar Resistive Switching 
(BRS). ON and OFF state refer to LRS and HRS, respectively. Figures adapted from [25]. 
 

2.4 RRAM Performance Parameters 

The main parameters characterizing the operation of an RRAM device are the 

operating voltage, resistance ratio, endurance, retention time, operating speed, number 

of storage levels, and device yield. 
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1. Operating voltage:  

When the operating voltage increases, power consumption also increases and 

reliability decreases. Both the programming and erasing voltages for RRAM devices 

should be only a few volts [37]. 

2. Resistance ratio 

A switching window is essential to distinguish the two resistance states. For 

circuit design, a minimum resistance ratio of 10 is required [38]. A higher resistance 

ratio is desirable for multi-bit or multi-level storage where intermediate values of 

resistance can be utilized. 

3. Endurance 

RRAM devices can be switched from the HRS to the LRS frequently but each 

operation can introduce damage known as degradation. Endurance is defined as the 

number of SET/RESET cycles that can be endured before the HRS and the LRS are no 

longer distinguishable. RRAM should provide an endurance of greater than 107 

switching cycles to show an advantage over flash. 

4. Retention time 

The intrinsic ability of the cell to retain its stored state after it has been 

programmed or erased is called the retention time. All commercial products aim for a 10 

year retention time, regardless of the percentage of time the device is turned on. 
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5. Operating speed 

Operating speed is defined as the shortest time for programming or erasing a 

device cell. The best operating speed reported to date is 5 ns for a TiN/TiOx/HfOx/TiN 

memory cell [39]. In this thesis, the speed of operation is not evaluated. The main focus 

is on retention and endurance. 

6. Number of storage levels 

Multi-level storage is the ability to increase memory density by storing multiple 

bits at multiple controllable resistance levels.  For RRAM, the SET resistance can be 

controlled by either using CC or operating voltage. It has been reported that a WO3 

switching layer with a Cu top electrode and Pt bottom electrode can be used to 

differentiate four resistance states or memory levels [40]. In this thesis, multi-level 

switching is analyzed in terms of compliance failure. 

7. Device yield 

Device yield refers to percentage of working cells. Using a suitable electrode 

material or doped metal oxide [41] or intentionally introducing metal nanocrystals [42] 

in the oxide seems to improve the device yield. In this thesis, device yield is not 

specifically discussed. 
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2.5 Memristor 

 The concept of the memristor was originally proposed by Chua [43] as the fourth 

basic circuit element in 1971(the other three being resistor, capacitor and inductor). In a 

memristor, the flux, φ, and the charge, q, are related. Memristance is defined as 

     

where φm is the magnetic flux. As,  

      

and     

       

 the memristance  can also be expressed as: 

         

                

Memristance is reduced to the resistance which varies with q and a complicated I-V 

could be descibed. M depends on the previous state thus serving as a memory element. 
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The use of the term memristor to refer to resistive memories in which a transistion 

metal oxide serves as the active element was introduced by Strukov et al. [6] and 

popularized by Williams [3]. 

2.6 Peer Research 

The continuous improvements in RRAM memory of various semiconductor 

companies are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: RRAM choice of material used by peer researchers. 
 

 

*N/A – Not Applicable 
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Devices which exhibit bipolar switching are more robust than those based on 

unipolar switching, as shown in Table 3. This might be due to the incomplete fused 

filaments in the bulk region of the oxide during the process of conduction. In this work, 

we will be specifically focus on bipolar switching. 

2.7 Switching Types  

 There are a number of physical phenomena that can drive bipolar switching, and 

a detailed understanding of the switching mechanisms is not well understood. Two 

general models that are commonly used to explain the switching mechanism are (i) the 

formation and rupture of conductive filaments [38] and (ii) interface mediated 

conduction [51] as shown in Fig. 3. These two models have also been jointly adopted to 

explain bipolar switching in most of the insulating oxide films [11, 52].    

 

Figure 3: (a) Filamentary conducting path and (b) interface-type conducting path, 
adapted from [37]. 
  

 In the filamentary conducting path model, electrochemical migration of oxygen 

ions is regarded as the driving mechanism. 
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In the interface-type conducting path model, the electrochemical migration of 

oxygen vacancies, trapping of charge carriers (hole or electron), and Mott transitions 

induced by carriers doped at the interface are the mechanisms used to explain device 

behavior. 

The major difference between the filament and interface models can be 

described by examining the considering the area dependence of the cell resistance. The 

filamentary conduction does not have discernible junction size dependence, whereas in 

the interface conduction model RON and ROFF vary equally with area [53]. In the case of 

filamentary conduction, the area insensitivity of VSET, VRESET and current gives an 

additional feasibility of memory device to further scale down [39], although the HRS is 

inversely proportional to the area. 

2.8 Electrode Types 

Electrodes can be classified into two groups, (i) noble metals such as Pt, Ru, and 

Au which are resistant to oxidation and thus not forming any interfacial barrier for O2- 

migration, and (ii) oxidizable metals, such as Ti, Al, Ni, W, TiN, and TaN  having a 

possibility of oxidation when oxygen ions move towards anode during SET process. It 

has been observed that noble metals predominantly show unipolar switching behavior 

while oxidizable electrodes show bipolar switching behavior due to the redox reaction at 

the interface [54].  
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 However, bipolar switches are designed with an asymmetric electrode structure 

consisting of an oxidizable electrode and inert electrode and switching occurs near the 

electrode/oxide interface. 

The band diagram of an insulator sandwiched between two asymmetric 

electrodes is illustrated in Fig. 4. The SET and RESET process with the observed ohmic 

conduction due to electron hopping is shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c, respectively. 

 

Figure 4: Energy band diagram of asymmetric MIM structure under (a) no bias, (b) 
negative bias (HRS-> LRS) SET operation and (c) positive bias (LRS-> HRS) RESET 
operation. φb1 and φb2 indicate the barrier heights of the bottom (high work function) 
and top (low work function) metal electrodes, respectively. Electron motion depicting 
ohmic conduction is illustrated. 
 

2.9 Switching Direction 

 In bipolar switching, the switching direction, i.e., clockwise or counter-clockwise 

depends on the type of oxidizable electrode. For example, TiN which is a non-reactive 

electrode but acts as an oxygen reservoir or diffusion barrier [55] exhibits a counter-

clockwise switching of the SET process when a positive polarity is applied and the RESET 

process occurs when a negative polarity is applied.  
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In the case of an Al electrode, which is highly reactive, the Al atoms easily attract 

and react with oxygen atoms from the oxide layer, forming an interfacial Al oxide layer 

[56].  The interface is formed near the electrode/oxide junction right after the 

deposition of Al using thermal evaporation using XPS [57]. The metal electrode is 

oxidized to facilitate a reduction in the Gibbs free energy (ΔGo) [58]. This oxidation-

reduction process creates oxygen vacancies in the oxide. When the interaction between 

aluminum and the oxide occur at the top interface, the insufficient oxygen ions are 

added continuously from the bulk domain. As a result, the bulk region underneath the 

top interface becomes more oxygen deficient than the interfacial layer.  The effect of 

the oxygen vacancies on the Schottky barrier is explained in the following section. 

2.9.1 Schottky Barrier Modification: 

 An applied electric field can move the vacancies and effectively change the width 

of the barrier. If the vacancies are moved away from the metal electrode, the width of 

the barrier is increased and electron transport takes place over the barrier to denote the 

HRS as shown in Fig. 5a. The current is lower and strongly unidirectional, so the 

metal/oxide interface behaves as a Schottky barrier. Conversely, if the vacancies are 

pushed towards the electrode the barrier becomes narrower and electrons tunnel 

through as shown in Fig. 5b to denote the LRS. The currents are larger and show 

bidirectional, or ohmic, behaviour. 
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Figure 5: Barrier modulation by oxygen accumulation along the interface between (a) 
HRS corresponding to a wide barrier and (b) LRS corresponding to a narrow barrier. 
Figures adapted from [59]. 

 

 For an Al electrode, the device exhibits clockwise switching with O2- ions moving 

from the interface to the bulk oxide during the negative polarity SET process. This 

movements of O2- ions is associated with the formation of a conductive filament (CF) 

with either oxygen vacancies (Vo
+) [52] or metal precipitates [60]. During the RESET 

process, O2- ions move from the bulk oxide to the interface to annihilate Vo
+ or oxidize 

the metal precipitates. Switching direction is vital as incorrect choice of direction may 

lead to permanent breakdown of the device [61].  

Conductive filaments are thought to be easily formed where the local electric 

field is high. These filaments can propagate through the insulator until conducting 

connections are formed between the electrodes. One or more conducting paths 

consisting of point defects, such as oxygen vacancies and other ionic and electronic 

defects, are formed. Electron hopping through these paths in the insulator causes the 
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current to dramatically increase [62]. A tree-shaped filament and multi-filaments have 

been proposed as possible filament shapes in the resistive films [63].  

 A schematic diagram of oxygen-vacancy-formed multiconducting filaments for Al 

electrode with an interface is shown in Fig. 6 [64]. 

 

 Figure 6: Multiple conducting paths with Al top electrode with vacancy-rich and 
vacancy-deficient area, adapted from [64]. 
 

 

2.10 Forming 

The forming step is a one-time application of high voltage or current that 

produces a significant change in electronic conductivity of the device, by forming a 

conduction path of oxygen vacancies, prior to the SET operation. The forming process is 

triggered by a high electric field and electrical heating.  

Prior to forming, the conduction in the insulator is due to the thermally activated 

mechanisms, giving a current where ln(I) α V1/2[65].The completion of electroforming is 
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confirmed by the observation of gradual increase in resistance, which is often 

accompanied by negative differential resistance (NDR) [66].  

Electroforming can be excluded if doped materials like Au, Ti, and Cu are added 

to the appropriate switching material to create more oxygen vacancies. Also, to obviate 

the electroforming step, a thin oxide film is deposited as a switching material thus 

eliminating the ‘bulk region’ effects while keeping the ‘switching interface’ effects 

[67].By using a thin oxide, the device can be made with VSET close to forming voltage 

(VFORM). This facilitates easy integration into industrial standards.  

 The much lower VSET, and its thickness independence observed during the 

subsequent switching cycles can be explained by a path for fast ion-transport and 

preferential filament growth that are formed in the amorphous film during the first 

electroforming cycle as shown in Fig. 7 for Cu/SiO2/Pt device. Since Al and Cu are 

comparable as active electrodes [68], and Pt and Ir are comparable as inert electrodes, 

the device structures can be compared. 
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Figure 7: Voltage vs. film thickness for Cu/SiO2/Pt cell [38]. 
 

It has been shown that a forming process is not necessary for IGZO. It has been 

suggested that this is due to the high density of pre-existing oxygen vacancies in IGZO 

films which makes the forming voltage of the first HRS-LRS transition close to VSET [17]. A 

similar phenomenon is also observed in zinc oxide (ZnO) film [69]. ZTO shows electrical 

characteristics similar to IGZO and can be compared on the basis of oxygen vacancies. 

The oxygen vacancies moves out of the film during an ambient anneal. The 

decreased density of oxygen vacancies can lead to the formation of stronger conducting 

paths, ultimately leading to the decrease in forming voltage [70]. 

2.11 Conduction Mechanism 

 The conduction mechanism in MIM structures changes depending on the choice 

of electrode and oxide material in between the two metals. There has been a lot of 

discussion of how to control the switching parameters that depend on the switching 
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mechanism. Hence, better understanding of the mechanism is vital for increasing the 

endurance of the RRAM device. Conduction mechanisms can be discussed using  I-V 

characteristics and switching effects. 

2.11.1 I-V Characteristics: Oxide Conduction 

Certain I-V relationships can be used to identify the resistive switching 

mechanisms. The main conduction mechanism models presented can be separated into 

two categories: (a) electrode-limited or (b) bulk-limited [71]. The possible electron 

conduction mechanisms in an insulator are illustrated in Fig. 8. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic of possible conduction mechanisms in an MIM structure [72]. 
Shown are (1) Schottky emission; (2) Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) tunneling; (3) direct 
tunneling; (4) tunneling from cathode to traps; (5) emission from trap to conduction 
band, which is essentially the Poole-Frenkel emission; (6) F-N like tunneling from trap 
to conduction band; (7) trap to trap tunneling; and (8) tunneling from traps to anode. 
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It is also likely that a combination of conduction mechanisms will participate at 

different fields. The conduction mechanisms will be grouped into electrode-limited and 

bulk-limited for the following discussion. 

2.11.1.1 Electrode-limited 

Types of electrode-limited conductions are: (1) Schottky, (2) Fowler-Nordheim 

(F-N) tunneling, (3) Direct-tunneling (D-T), (4, 7, 8) Trap-assisted tunneling (T-A-T).  

(1) Schottky 

Schottky emission is considered to be thermionic emission of electrons over a 

reduced work-function barrier resulting from the combined effects of image potential 

and applied electric field. With Schottky emission, the equation for the current density 

is: 

                            

where A* is Richardson’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, E is the electric field, 

φb is the barrier height, εi is the dielectric constant, and k is Boltzmann’s constant.   

Richardson's constant has a theoretical value of 4πqmn*k2/h3, where mn is the electron 

mass and h is Planck’s constant. A plot of ln(J) vs. E1/2 can be used to indicate the 

possibility of Schottky emission dominated conduction. This mechanism is relevant to 

our devices because it is believed that conduction is similar to Schottky emission just 

before forming. 
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(2) F-N tunneling 

F-N tunneling is tunneling through a triangular barrier.  F-N tunneling of cold 

electrons will occur when a field in the order of 8 to 10 MV/cm is established across the 

insulator. This type of tunneling is usually observed when the oxide thickness is less than 

10 nm. The current density J of F-N tunneling equation is given by: 

 

where,  

 

V represents the applied bias and d is the insulator thickness.  A plot of ln(I/V2) 

vs. (1/V) can be used to indicate if F-N tunneling is the dominant conduction 

mechanism. This is not a potential mechanism for our devices. 

(3) Direct tunneling 

 Direct tunneling is tunneling through a trapezoidal barrier.  This type of tunneling 

is usually observed when the oxide thickness is less than 6 nm. 

(4) T-A-T 

T-A-T is conduction through multiple traps and is believed to increase the current 

in the device at low voltages when stressed electrically. T-A-T conduction requires 
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shallow and/or deep trap levels and occurs at a field similar to that for F-N conduction, 

greater than 4 MV/cm [73]. This is not a potential conduction mechanism for our 

devices. 

In this work, with respect to electrode-limited conduction, we expect Schottky 

emission to be the dominant type of conduction.  

2.11.1.2 Bulk-limited 

Types of bulk-limited conduction are:(i) Ohmic, (ii) Poole, (iii) Poole-Frenkel (P-F), 

(iv) hopping, (v) Variable range hopping (VRH), and (vi) Space-charge limited current 

(SCLC). 

(i) Ohmic 

Ohmic conduction obeys Ohm's law.  This mechanism is relevant to our devices 

because conduction through oxygen vacancies are of an ohmic nature. The presence of 

an ohmic conduction in memristive devices is consistent with the filament model and 

can be due to either a thermochemical [74] or an electrochemical [75] effect. 

 The thermochemical effect is described as the formation and rupture of 

conductive filaments based on Joule heating effect with external electron injection and 

a spontaneous reaction between the metal electrode and oxide films. The filaments are 

composed of defects, such as oxygen vacancies or electrode metal ions, transported 

into the oxide film [74]. Current paths are formed by applying an electric field, and 

resistive switching from the HRS to the LRS is accomplished because of the random 
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trapping of electrons by defects in the oxide film for the SET process. When a VRESET is 

applied, a larger current flow through the oxide film and the filament are ruptured from 

joule heating so the device returns to the HRS. 

The electrochemical effect is described as the formation of conductive filaments 

is due to redox reactions in solid state electrolytes [75]. A thin solid electrolyte layer is 

sandwiched between an oxidizable anode (Ag or Cu) and an inert cathode (Pt or W).  

When a positive voltage is applied on the oxidizable anode, an electrochemical reaction 

occurs in the anode, which oxidizes the anode metal atoms to metal ions. The highly 

mobile cations drift in the ion conductive layer under the electrical field and the metal 

ions are reduced back to metal atoms at the inert cathode. As this process continues, 

metallic filaments are established between the two electrodes and the device switches 

to the LRS. By changing the polarity of the bias voltage, an electrochemical dissolution of 

the conductive bridges takes place, resetting the device to the HRS. 

(ii) Poole and P-F 

 P-F conduction is from the field-enhanced thermal excitation of trapped 

electrons into the conduction band. Poole conduction assumes that trap sites are 

paired, whereas P-F assumes that trap sites are isolated. When the field in the oxide 

decreases, P-F’s current density can be ascribed to Poole conduction due to the 

decrease in barrier height by electric field and trap levels become comparable. The I-V 

characteristics for the Poole-Frenkel effect can be written as: 
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From this relationship we see the large dependence of current on the electric field. The 

I-V curve is indicated by the linear fitting to ln(I/V) ∝V1/2. This is not a potential 

mechanism for our devices at higher voltages. 

(iii)  VRH 

 VRH conduction is considered as the thermally activated hopping conduction in 

localized electronic states near the Fermi energy. VRH is the dominant type of 

conduction mechanism at low applied voltages and high temperatures [76]. This is not 

relevant to our devices. 

(iv) SCLC 

SCLC comes from the formation of space charge when the injected free carrier 

concentration is larger than the equilibrium value. SCLC is controlled by defects. The 

typical I-V characteristic of trap-controlled SCLC generally consists of two different 

regions. In the low voltage region, the I-V characteristics exhibit ohmic conduction (I∝

V). Once the voltage exceeds the trap-filled limit voltage, the curve of I-V fits a child’s 

square law (I∝V2) [77]. SCLC is not relevant to our devices. 

In this work, with respect to bulk-limited conduction, we expect the ohmic 

conduction to be the dominant type of conduction. 
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2.11.2 Switching Effects 

A collection of all the switching effects is shown in Fig. 9, which includes 

electrostatic/electronic memory (ELM), electrochemical metallization (ECM), valence 

change memory(VCM), thermochemical memory (TCM)and phase change memory 

(PCM) effects. 

 

Figure 9: Resistive switching effects adapted from [78]. 
 
 VCM occurs in transition metal oxides which are triggered by a migration of 

oxygen anions/oxygen vacancies, where the polarity of the pulse determines whether it 

is reduction or oxidation. ECM occurs for electrochemically active electrode like Ag and 

the drift of highly mobile Ag+ cations, and growth of Ag dendrites which form a highly 

conductive filament in the ON state of the cell. Electrochemical dissolution takes place 

when the applied voltage is reversed and the system is then in the OFF state. ELM 

occurs on charge-trapping where charge is injected by F-N tunneling and subsequently 

trapped in defects or metal nanoparticles within the insulator, which modifies the 
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electrostatic barrier character of MIM structure and thus changing the resistance. 

Regardless of the mechanism for bipolar switching phenomena, VCM and ELM have one 

common factor, which is that the film structure is composed of two layers, a switching 

layer (SL) and a non-switching layer (NSL). The Schottky barrier modulating layer of the 

VCM and the trap layer of the ELM correspond to the SL where the actual resistance 

change occurs. The quasiohmic contact layer of the VCM and trap-free layer of ELM 

correspond to the NSL, which is essential for resistive switching behavior even though 

no resistance change occurs in the layer itself [79]. 

2.12 Optimization 

 Performance of RRAM device can be improved by either (a) modifying the oxide 

or (b) optimizing the interface between electrode and oxide.  

 When modifying the oxide layer, either the oxide material can be doped or the 

oxide fabrication process can be adjusted 

Doping improves the concentration and distribution of impurities which 

ultimately eliminates the magnitude of the electroforming voltage, enhances the device 

yield, and minimizes the drift of VSET [80].In ECM-based RRAM, Cu or Ag doping in the 

insulator thin film can increase the concentration of mobile cations, while in VCM-based 

RRAM, more oxygen vacancies will be introduced after doping Ti or Li because of the 

inherent ability of the dopants to absorb oxygen. However, increasing the oxygen 
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content in the thin film is not fully effective but controlling the distribution of oxygen 

vacancy filament is vital. 

During fabrication, the oxygen vacancies content in the film, deposition rate of 

the film, and post-annealing temperature are equally important. Annealing after 

fabricating the film improves crystallinity, which provides more grain boundaries and 

aids in the formation of the conductive filament. For VCM-type RRAM, the oxygen 

content in the film decreases because of oxygen diffusion and absorption of the 

oxidizable metal which creates stronger conducting paths with a higher density of 

oxygen vacancies ultimately decreasing the forming voltage [81]. 

 Interface optimization involves choosing the proper top electrode like Ag or Cu 

for ECM-based RRAM and Ti or TiN, which act as oxygen reservoir for VCM-based RRAM. 

Also, using a thin buffer layer at the metal/oxide interface helps to stabilize the local 

oxygen migration for the filament formation and rupture. Addition of TiOx layer 

between ZrO2 and Cu top electrode showed a decrease of VSET due to the modulation of 

barrier height at the electrode/oxide interface [82]. 
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods 

In this chapter, overviews of the experimental techniques used in this thesis are 

presented.  First the sample preparation is described, including the substrate details and 

device fabrication for dot and crossbar structures.  Next, an overview of atomic force 

microscopy (AFM), ellipsometry and x-ray diffraction (XRD) to measure the roughness, 

thickness and crystallinity respectively, are presented. Finally an overview is presented 

of the main methods used in this thesis to electrically characterize the devices.  

3.1 Sample Preparation 

 The dot and crossbar structures are shown in Fig. 10. The entire process of fabrication is 

described below. 

 

Figure 10: (a) Dot structure and (b) crossbar structure. 

3.1.1 Bottom electrode 

 For this work, either a blanket Ir film or a patterned Pt film was used for the dot 

and crossbar structures respectively. 
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3.1.1.1 Ir deposition  

Ir is deposited on a 1 inch x 1 inch Si substrate using electron beam evaporation. 

Immediately prior to Ir deposition, a thin 2 nm Ti adhesion layer was incorporated at the 

Ir/Si interface as shown in Fig. 11. Ir was deposited at Sharp Labs of America in an e-

beam evaporation system, with a deposition rate of 1 nm per minute at a pressure of 

10-4 Torr. 

 

Figure 11: Ir deposited on Si with a thin Ti adhesion layers (Figure not to scale). 
 

3.1.1.2 Pt deposition  

 In order to fabricate crossbar structures, a patterned Pt bottom electrode was 

deposited using a lift off process with Ti as an adhesion layer. Ti is deposited using low 

power DC magnetron sputtering under a pressure of 5 mTorr in Argon gas. Pt is followed 

by high power DC magnetron sputtering at 5 mTorr in vacuum.   

 The initial Pt patterning is designed using AutoCAD with different width lines of 

10 μm, 20 μm, 50 μm and 100 μm as shown in Fig. 12.  From the AutoCAD file, a light-

field photomask is made and used for contact photolithography at SLA. S-1813 positive 

photoresist is used to coat silicon layer and soft baked for 75 seconds at 115 oC. After 
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the UV exposure at an intensity of 50 W/cm2 for 5 seconds with the photomask, 

Microposit 351 developer aids in obtaining the patterned areas. 

 The substrate is left in acetone for lift-off for a few hours after Pt deposition.  

 

Figure 12: Layout and cross sectional view of the bottom layer Pt crossbar structures 
with 10 μm, 20 μm, 50 μm, 100 μm width lines in different rows. 
 

3.1.2 ZTO Switching Layer 

 Following the bottom electrode deposition and/or patterning, ZTO was 

deposited via solution-deposition. Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) and tin chloride (SnCl2) metal 

precursors were dissolved in a mixture of acetonitrile and ethylene glycol with a 1:1 

volume ratio. This ZTO precursor solution was spin coated onto the bottom electrode to 

form a uniform continuous film with Zn:Sn ratios of 1:1, 1:2, and 2:1. Prior studies have 

indicated that the aprotic solvent is volatile and does not dissociate the metal-halide 
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precursor [83]. During spin-coating the metal chloride precursor solution readily loses 

the solvent and forms a uniform film, which then absorbs moisture from the ambient 

air. Subsequently, the precursor forms a metal-oxide thin film by the substitution 

reaction between water and metal halide as shown in Fig. 13. To improve adhesion, 

immediately after spin-coating, the ZTO films were dried on a hotplate at 100 °C. In 

order to make contact with the bottom electrode (BE), the ZTO film was patterned using 

SU-8 photoresist and then etched in 0.1 M oxalic acid for 10 minutes. It is followed by an 

anneal at 500 °C for 2 hours in a furnace in an air ambient atmosphere [84]. An 

annealing temperature of 500 °C is high enough to densify the driven out oxygen 

vacancies, yet not as high as to completely devoid the oxide layer of oxygen vacancies 

and also low enough to maintain the amorphous state.  
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Figure 13: Solution-deposition. (a) Precursors are spin-coated to form a liquid thin film 
which readily loses solvent and forms metal halide film, (b) metal halide film absorbs 
moisture from the ambient and forms (c) metal oxide film after spin-coating, (d) metal 
oxide film is etched and annealed at 500 oC. 
 
 For crossbar structures, ZTO is etched to make contact holes to the bottom 

electrode using S-1818 photoresist. A via etch mask is used as shown in Fig. 14.  
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Figure 14: Dark-field etch mask for making contact to the bottom electrode. 
 
 Light areas of the mask will have the photoresist exposed to the UV light and 

developed, while the dark regions blocks light and the photoresist remains protected to 

facilitate etching. Since ZTO is transparent, it is difficult to observe the etch rate under 

the microscope without a UV filter. Since the concentration of oxalic acid is 0.1 M, which 

is dilute, over-etching will not be an issue if etched for a longer time of 35 minutes. The 

electrodes after the etch are shown in Fig. 15. 
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Figure 15: Electrodes of 10 μm width lines observed after ZTO etch showing very faint 
color difference on the contact holes signifying the bottom electrode Pt. 
 
 The cross-sectional device stacks and top views for dot and crossbar structure 
are shownin Fig. 16. 

 

     

Figure 16: (a) Device stack on Ir blanked electrode and etched ZTO on top, (b) device 
stack of patterned Pt electrode, and (c) top view of ZTO on Pt electrode (Figures not to 
scale). 
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3.1.3 Al Top Electrode Patterning and Deposition 

 Al is used as a top electrode, and patterning for dots and crossbars are done in 

two different ways depending on the device structure.  

3.1.3.1 Dot Struture 

The conducting path for memristive devices is often reported to be extremely 

localized [85]. Since the smallest circle size on the first shadow mask had a radius of 

approximately 125 μm, it was necessary to develop a new mask with smaller test 

structures. The chrome mask design is shown in Fig. 17. The mask was patterned using a 

66FS Heidleberg direct write laser. The write process took approximately 20 minutes. 

   

Figure 17: Chrome mask design showing the layout and dimensions of the dots. The 
radii of the dots are 5 μm, 10 μm, 20 μm and 50 μm. 
 

 After the mask was patterned, a series of processing steps had to be 

performed in order for the design to be revealed on the chrome substrate as shown in 

Fig 18. 
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Figure 18: Fabrication steps of a chrome mask design. 
 

The top electrical contacts were formed using contact photolithography to 

pattern circular holes in S-1818 photoresist. The process flowchart is shown in Fig.19.  
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Figure 19: Test Structure Processing Flow. 
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Next, the top Al electrode was deposited by thermally evaporating 1 Al clip. 

Evaporation was performed in a polaron with a bell jar equipped with a shuttered 

substrate holder suspended above a heated tungsten boat.  The chamber was roughed 

by a mechanical pump and brought to high vacuum by a diffusion pump. Deposition 

occurred at a pressure less than 4x10-3 Pa (3x10-5 Torr) to avoid oxidation of the Al. The 

thickness of the Al is approximately 200-250 nm.  

To complete the patterning of the Al, the substrates were kept in an acetone-

filled petri dish for 4 hours lift-off. Lift-off can be accelerated by using sonicator by 

placing the container holding the sample into the sonicating system. 

The process flow is illustrated in Fig. 20 for Al dot structure.  

 

 

Figure 20: Schematic process flow for Dot Structure. 
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Lift-off is preferred over etching using type-A etchant (80 wt% phosphoric acid, 

5% nitric acid, 5% acetic acid, and 10% distilled water) because etching Al has an adverse 

effect on ZTO since type-A etchant etches ZTO also. This has also been explained 

considering the phosphoric acid etch rate on ZnO [86] and IGZO films [87]. 

3.1.3.2 Crossbar Structure 

 When performing electrical testing, it was found that the force of then probe can 

influence the stability of the device. It is likely that the probe tip caused damage to the 

device when contacting the overlying electrode. To pattern the top electrodes a dark-

field mask is used for photolithography as shown in Fig. 21. UV light on the light regions 

gets exposed and after developing, the photoresist goes away. Lift-off is used after Al 

deposition by thermal evaporation of Al clip. This patterning process leaves Al lines 

perpendicular to the underlying Pt lines making MIM structures at the intersections, 

while simultaneously making bottom contact to Pt by deposition of Al on top of it 

through the contact holes. 
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Figure 21: Dark-field mask for top contact Al deposition. 
 
 
 The final fabricated device is shown in Fig. 22. 

 

Figure 22: Final 10 μm x 10 μm crossbar structure with markings of the device region 
(Figure not to scale). 
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3.2 Materials Characterization 

3.2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy  

 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) or scanning force microscopy (SFM) is a very 

high-resolution type of scanning probe microscopy. Resolutions on the order of fractions 

of a nanometer have been demonstrated, which are more than 1000 times better than 

the optical diffraction limit. Possible imaging modes are divided into static (also 

called contact) modes and a variety of dynamic (or non-contact) modes where the 

cantilever is vibrated.  

 In this thesis, the roughness of metal electrodes is analyzed by a Park Systems 

Inc. using XE- HDM, a non-contact mode analysis. In this mode, the tip of the cantilever 

does not contact the sample surface. The cantilever is oscillated at a frequency slightly 

above its resonant frequency where the amplitude of oscillation is typically a few 

nanometers (less than 10 nm). The van der Waals force strongest from 1 nm to 10 nm 

above the surface or any other long range force which extends above the surface 

decreases the resonance frequency of the cantilever. This decrease in resonant 

frequency, combined with the feedback loop system, maintains a constant oscillation 

amplitude or frequency by adjusting the average tip-to-sample distance. Measuring the 

tip-to-sample distance at each (x,y) data point allows the scanning software to construct 

a topographic image of the sample surface. 
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3.2.2 Ellipsometry 

 Ellipsometry facilitates the measurement of film thickness and optical dielectric 

function based on the change in the polarization state of light after reflection from a 

substrate [88]. A WVASE32 Spectroscopic Ellipsometer is used to analyze ZTO thin films. 

Cauchy modeling is useful for semiconductors and dielectrics at energies below the 

band gap. This type of representation cannot describe the behavior of metals or 

materials at energies above their band gap.  The Cauchy model describes refractive 

index n as a function of wavelength λ, as 

     ( )    
 

  
 

 

  
,      

where A, B, and C are constants, and λ is the wavelength of light.  In some systems the C 

term can be eliminated since it is often highly correlated with the B term.  To describe 

limited absorption in films, as light energies approach the bandgap energy Urbach 

equation, a simple exponential model for absorption, is combined with the Cauchy 

model.  The Urbach equation describes the extinction coefficient k, 
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where α is the extinction coefficient amplitude, β is the exponential factor, and γ is the 

band edge.  The band edge γ and the amplitude α are strongly correlated so only one of 

them needs to be fit. The optical dielectric constant K is given by the square of refractive 

index. 
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3.2.3 X-ray Diffraction  

 The extent of long-range crystalline order in the ZTO thin films were assessed via 

x-ray diffraction (XRD). When a collimated beam of x-rays encounters a sample, atoms 

scatter the x-rays in all directions.  Due to the long range order of crystalline systems, x-

rays scattered in some directions will be completely in-phase, reinforce each other 

through constructive interference, and form a high intensity signal. Others will be out-

of-phase and destructively interfere.  The constructive interference is described by 

Bragg’s law,     

                    ,  

where n is an integer known as the order of diffraction,  λ is the x-ray wavelength, d’ is 

the spacing of the planes and θ is the angle between the incident beam and the sample 

surface. 

 A Bruker D8 Discover system was used to collect diffraction data.  It has a Cu Kα 

source with a wavelength of 0.154 nm.  XRD Commander software was used to collect 

data and operate the system. A detector scan was used to increase the signal strength.  

In this scan the x-ray source was fixed at 4° and only the detector moves to scan through 

2θ.  The fixed low angle allows a larger volume of the thin film to be affected by x-rays 

for the entire scan.  Scans were done over the range of 20° ≤ 2θ ≤ 60°. Intensity is 

plotted against 2θ to check for distinct crystallographic patterns. 
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3.3 Electrical measurements 

3.3.1 I-V Characteristics 

 An Agilent 4155 semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA) and a probe station 

were used to measure the RRAM switching characteristics. For these measurements the 

bias was applied to the top Al gate while the bottom Ir or Pt electrode was grounded in 

a dark box with vibration isolation table. Agilent Desktop EasyEXPERT software is 

integrated with SPA to give bias input. The resolution of the system is set in nA. The 

integration time is set under power line cycles (PLC) with factor 16, i.e 1/16 seconds. 

 Shown in Fig. 23 is a typical current vs. voltage plot of a bipolar switching cycle 

for ZTO memristive devices.  The various characterization parameters used in this thesis: 

the VSET and VRESET voltages, the pre-SET current (Ipre-SET), RESET (IRESET) and post-RESET 

(Ipost-RESET) currents, RON and ROFF are indicated on this plot. The direction of switching is 

indicated by the arrows, where the devices are SET from the HRS to the LRS in a 

clockwise direction during negative bias sweeps, and are RESET from the LRS to the HRS 

during positive bias sweeps, again in a clockwise direction. In these experiments, the 

abrupt jump in current that occurs during the SET operation is prevented from 

becoming a destructive irrecoverable dielectric breakdown by using the CC on the SPA 

to limit the current passing through the device. Although a specific forming process is 

not needed for ZTO, to maintain a higher endurance with a stable switching ratio with 

less drift in VSET, a process called a gradual-form is devised with a gradual-form CC limit 

to slowly and effectively form the conducting path. There are two cases that are 
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observable after the RESET switching: (a) switching ratio is so small that the same CC on 

negative direction cannot be maintained for the consequent SET cycle demanding an 

increase in CC to find the operating-CC for continuous switching, or (b) switching ratio is 

high that the same CC can be used in the negative direction for VSET and endurance can 

be checked. 

 

    

Figure 23: Plot of log current vs. top electrode voltage showing a typical bipolar 
switching cycle for the ZTO memristive devices investigated in this study.  Indicated on 
the plot are the direction of switching and definitions for various characterization 
parameters. 
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3.3.2 Retention Testing 

 In retention testing, instead of repeated switching between the LRS and the HRS 

states to characterize endurance, the device is programmed once into the LRS. Then, at 

approximately logarithmic intervals up to 104 seconds, the memory state of the device is 

read at a voltage of 0.1 V. The device is switched back to the HRS and the same process 

is repeated again. The low readout voltage is chosen to ensure that the programmed 

the LRS or the HRS is not perturbed.  Results are extrapolated to demonstrate a 10 year 

retention time. 
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion  

 In this chapter, the data collected for this thesis is presented.  First AFM, 

ellipsometry, and XRD of ZTO and SEM characterization of memristive devices are 

described. Next, the electrical testing of Al dot/ZTO/Ir blanket structures and Al/ZTO/Pt 

crossbar structures, including characterization of forming, VSET and VRESET, the switching 

ratio between the LRS and the HRS, switching stability vs. cycling, and retention are 

presented.   

4.1 Topograpy of Bottom Electrode 

AFM is used to measure the roughness of Ir bottom electrode. Bottom electrode 

topography and roughness can greatly impact the electrical characteristics of MIM 

devices [89].  In order to characterize the RMS and peak to peak roughness of the Ir 

blanket bottom electrode used for the simple dot structures, AFM images were taken as 

shown in Fig. 24.   

       

Figure 24: 10 μm x 10 μm AFM image of a 0.6 μm thick blanket Ir film.  
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RMS and peak to peak roughness values for as-deposited Ir is listed in Table 4.  

Table 4 RMS value of ~11 nm and peak roughness of ~120 nm is found to be repetitive. 

Sample 

Number 

As-deposited 

 RMS(nm) Max (nm) 

1 12 125 

2 12 119 

3 11 116 

4 5.2 65 

5 6 177 

 

Table 4: Table of as-deposited values showing the various RMS and max roughness of 
Ir substrate obtained from SLA. 
   

 For Pt crossbar structures, the bottom electrode is measured using profilometer 

to quantify its roughness. A stylus in contact with the surface is moved laterally across 

the sample for a specified distance and speed. Since the bottom electrodes are 

fabricated using lift-off technique, sharp platinum edges is a possibility. With repetitive 

analysis for various areas, bottom electrode of crossbar structures are found to be 

smooth except for certain areas as shown in Fig.25. Shown in Fig. 25, is a profile for a 

100 μm wide and approximately 60 nm high Pt bottom electrode collected with a 
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sampling rate of 10 nm/sec. The presence of sharp edges gives the risk of shorting the 

MIM device. 

    

Figure 25: A 100 μm thick Pt bottom electrode showing sharp edges due to the lift-off 
process. 
 

4.2 Ellipsometry 

 Ellipsometry is used to find the thickness of the oxide layer. It is also used to find 

the refractive index of ZTO thin film which is useful for validating the conduction 

mechanism as discussed in Chapter 5. ZTO is solution-deposited on Si blanket substrate 

following a same procedure for 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1 Zn:Sn composition. After annealing for 

500 oC in ambient air for 1 hour, the thickness is found to be 6 nm by Cauchy model.  

Also the refractive index of ZTO is extrapolated from the Cauchy fit and value is found to 

be 1.8 at 1000 nm wavelength as shown in Fig. 26, and the optical dielectric constant (K) 

given by the square of the refractive index is 3.2. The extinction coefficient k is 0 

because of the transparency of the material. Since 6 nm is not thick enough to 
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confidently solve for multiple unknowns for refractive index, a thicker film of ~63 nm is 

analyzed for different compositions and the refractive index varied between 1.7 and 1.8. 

This value is close to the sputtered ZTO value of 1.95 measured for 50 nm thickness 

after 400 oC anneal in air [90].  A refractive index value of 2 is reported to be the most 

typical value of transparent conducting oxides [91]. The refractive index value depends 

on film growth process, thickness, surface micro-roughness, voids in thin films etc. 

        

Figure 26: Plot of Refractive index vs. wavelength for a 6 nm 1:1 solution-deposited 
ZTO film on a Si substrate. 
 

4.3 XRD 

 XRD was used to examine the crystal structure of the ZTO films used in this 

thesis.  ZTO is deposited on Si substrate for XRD analysis. Shown in Fig. 27 is a plot of 

XRD intensity vs. 2θ for various composition ~63 nm thick solution-deposited ZTO thin 

films.  All films received a post deposition anneal at 500 oC in air for 1 hour, which is 
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necessary to achieve high quality electrical properties. Amorphous materials tend to 

show broad XRD patterns with no strong peaks, since the atoms have no long range 

order but are fairly tightly packed and tend to have a preferred interatomic distance. As 

seen in Fig. 27, the 500 oC annealed solution-deposited ZTO films exhibited broad 

diffraction peaks at 2θ = 34o and 2θ = 57o, indicative of ilemnite ZnSnO3 and spinel 

Zn2SnO4, respectively.  The broad nature of the peaks suggests a nanocrystalline or 

amorphous structure. A similar XRD profile, with broad diffraction peaks at 34o and 59o, 

was observed in sputtered ZTO annealed at 300 oC in air [92]. When these sputtered 

films were annealed at 650 oC, sharp XRD peaks appeared, indicating a dramatic 

increase in the crystalline nature [93]. 

         

Figure 27: Plot of XRD intensity vs. angle 2θ for 500 C annealed, ~63 nm thick, 
solution-deposited ZTO thin films with 2:1, 1:2, and 1:1 Zn:Sn composition. 
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4.4 SEM 

Shown in Fig. 28, an SEM image of an Al dot /ZTO/Ir blanket stack reveals a non-

amorphous interfacial layer between the Al and ZTO.  This interfacial layer might be the 

result of a reaction between the readily oxidizable Al electrode and an oxidation-

reduction process with ZTO thin film. As proposed in [57] and discussed below in section 

4.5.1, the resistance switching is believed to occur in this interfacial layer [94]. 

   

Figure 28: SEM picture of thick interface formation between Al and ZTO (thin layer not 
being distinctive). 
 

4.5 I-V Characteristics 

 In this section, the switching characteristics of isolated Al dot/1:1 ZTO/Ir blanket 

devices are first presented followed by a discussion of the Pt/ZTO/Al crossbar devices. 

The devices are biased as shown in Fig. 29. 
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Figure 29: Voltage bias on (a) Al dot/1:1 ZTO/Ir blanket devices and (b) Pt/ZTO/Al 
crossbar devices. 
 

4.5.1 Isolated Dot Structures 

 Shown in Fig. 30 are representative average plot of absolute current vs. voltage 

sweeps showing bipolar switching for a best isolated 50 μm diameter Al dot/1:1 ZTO/Ir 

blanket device, in which the current compliance limit for the SET operation was 

systematically increased from 1 mA to 25 mA. Initially, the devices are in the HRS and do 

not appear to require a distinct forming process to achieve bipolar switching.  That is the 

voltage at which the first the HRS to the LRS transition occurs is nominally at the same 

voltage as subsequent SET operations. The main objective of this experiment is to 

determine the maximum threshold CC at which bipolar switching is no longer observed 

and saturation occurs. Saturation is a state in which the device can no longer be RESET 

to the HRS.  It is possibly due to the formation of a stronger conducting filament path 

and signifies the permanent hard breakdown of the device. It was found that at the 25 

mA compliance limit, the device was unstable and after a few cycles entered a hard 

saturation state from which it could not be recovered so could no longer be switched.  
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Figure 30: Plot of log |current| vs. voltage showing bipolar switching in a ZTO device 
as a function of the current compliance limit during the SET operation. 
 

Shown in Fig. 31 are plots of RON and ROFF vs. the switching cycle number for the 

device from Fig. 30. It is seen that very high ROFF/RON ratios on the order of 106 to 108 

can be achieved.  While the LRS (RON) remains fairly constant as a function of switching 

cycle and increasing CC limit, the HRS (ROFF) is seen to decrease with increasing cycles.  

However, because the CC is increased every few switching cycles, it is difficult to make 

any correlation between the HRS and the compliance limit.  Due to the decrease in the 

HRS, the ROFF/RON ratio is also seen to decrease with increasing switching cycles.   
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Figure 31: Plot of ON and OFF resistance vs. number of cycles for the sequentially 
increasing CC on the SET operation.  
 
 A plot of the extracted VSET and VRESET is shown in Fig. 32.  VSET appears to shift to 

higher absolute values with increasing switching cycles and higher current compliance 

values.  There appears to be more variation in VRESET and it does not exhibit a clear 

dependence upon the switching cycle or current compliance values.  

                        

Figure 32: Plot of the VSET and VRESET vs. number of cycles for increasing CC limits.  
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 A plot of the Ipre-SET, Ipost-SET, IRESET and IPost-RESET extracted for each switching cycle 

is shown in Fig. 33.  The Ipost-SET is determined by the CC limit. Although the Ipre-SET and 

IRESET appear to increase with increasing CC limit, it is difficult to separate this from a 

possible dependence upon the number of switching cycles. 

         

Figure 33: Plot of the absolute IPre-SET, IRESET, and IPost-RESET vs. number of cycles for 
sequentially increasing CC limits. 
 
 Starting the CC randomly leads to the random formation and rupture of the 

conducting paths which leads to an inconsistency in switching. For uniform switching 

and longer endurance, a constant compliance current need to be maintained for each 

device and parameters like Ipre-SET, IRESET, IPost-RESET, VSET and VRESET should have less 

variation. Also, a lower CC is preferred for the formation of simple conducting paths and 

avoids saturation quickly [95]. 
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4.5.2 Gradual Forming Process 

 In order to determine the lowest possible CC needed to produce a stable bipolar 

switching, a "gradual-forming" process was developed in which the CC limit during the 

forming step is incrementally increased until the RESET switching from the LRS to the 

HRS is observed for a positive bias sweep. A typical gradual- forming process in 

illustrated in Fig. 34. The device is initially in the HRS and the CC for the first negative 

bias sweep is limited to 5 nA.  After a jump in current is observed, a positive bias sweep 

is performed to determine whether the device has switched to the LRS. If the device is 

still in the HRS, the process is performed again at a higher CC.  The process is repeated 

with increased CC for each step until the LRS is achieved and the RESET operation back 

to the HRS is observed during the positive bias sweep. This first bipolar switching event 

signifies the weakest and optimal path of formation and rupture of a conduction path at 

a low CC.   

 After the first bipolar switching is seen, if the RESET switching ratio is high, the 

Ipost-RESET value will be low so that the same CC can be used to check the endurance and 

stability of the device. If the ratio is low, a higher CC for a longer endurance and better 

switching ratio has to be found. The RESET switching ratio represents the degree and 

extent of rupturing in the conducting filament paths. It has been determined with 

repetitive testing that a CC less than or equal to the gradual form CC cannot be used for 

successive testing as it leads to non-switchability of the devices after a few cycles. 

During the SET process, oxygen ions that are believed to be piled up at the vicinity of the 
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interfacial layer, diffuse into the inner bulk ZTO region and simultaneously, conductive 

filaments are formed by the localized oxygen vacancies in the ZTO/interfacial layer and 

the electron hopping transport among these oxygen vacancies inducing the LRS [96]. 

Following SET, due to the observation of a sharp RESET operation, a single filament is 

assumed in the bulk oxide region [52]. But the interfacial layer partially prevents or 

blocks the movement of oxygen ions into the Al electrode, thereby having a weak 

filamentary path at the interface [97]. Though the gradual forming forms an optimal 

conduction path in the bulk, the rupture which primarly occurs at the vacancy-rich area 

near the interface can vary because of weakly dispersed filaments, ultimately resulting 

in variation of Ipost-RESET. Therefore, an “operating- CC” higher than the gradual form CC is 

chosen such that it is not high enough to saturate due to incomplete rupture.  This value 

is determined by repeated testing of gradual-form process followed by an operating-CC 

on each device. 

  

Figure 34: Typical gradual-forming process. 
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 The concept of gradual forming is used on an isolated 50 μm radius Al dot/(2:1) 

ZTO/Ir device to check the possibility of switching if the composition of Zn and Sn are 

varied. The absolute I-V switching characteristics of a best device are shown in Fig.35. As 

shown in Fig. 34, gradual-form is seen at 750 nA, while uniform switching is observed at 

a operating-CC of 500 μA. The device saturated after 24 switches.     

    

Figure 35: Plot of log current vs. voltage for an isolated 50 μm radius Al dot/2:1 ZTO/Ir 
device with gradual form CC and operating-CC. 
  

 Shown in Fig. 36 is a plot of the resistance vs. the number of continuous 

switching cycles. The resistance window is found to be ~103. The device is stable for 24 

switching cycles and eventually saturated with no more possibility of switching.  
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Figure 36: Plot of ON and OFF resistance vs. the number of cycles for an isolated Al 
dot/2:1 ZTO/Ir device. 
 
 The voltages VSET and VRESET are plotted against number of cycles as shown in Fig. 

37. VSET continuously increased in magnitude and eventually saturated possibly due to 

the formation of stronger filaments that are difficult to rupture. 

   

Fgiure 37: Plot of the VSET and VRESET vs. number of cycles for 50 um radius Al dot/2:1 
ZTO/Ir stack. 
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 The cumulative probability of VSET and VRESET are plotted as shown in Fig. 38.  

The mean and standard deviations for VSET and VRESET are shown. The RESET operation is 

found to be less variable than the SET operation.   

   

Figure 38: Cumulative probability of VSET and VRESET for Al dot/2:1 ZTO/Ir device. 
 

 The plot of the the absolute Ipre-SET, IRESET, and Ipost-RESET currents vs. the number of 

switching cycles (the CC limit on the SET operation is included for reference) are plotted 

as shown in Fig. 39. The high variation of Ipost-RESET is one of the reasons that the device 

saturates after 24 cycles. In the bipolar switching cycle, all of the parameters are co-

dependent. Controlling the CC value, gives rise to the area-independent RESET current 

as shown in Fig. 35 and Ipost-RESET determines the extent of rupture of the conducting 

path. This Ipost-RESET observed from LRS to the HRS current change directly influences the 

VSET value of the consecutive cycle. 
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Figure 39: Plot of the absolute IPre-SET, IRESET, and IPost-RESET vs. number of cycles for Al 
dot/2:1ZTO/Ir stack. 
 
  A plot of the power needed to form (PSET) and rupture (PRESET) the proposed 

filamentary paths vs. number of switching cycles is shown in Fig. 40. Both PSET and PRESET 

are fairly uniform but seem to trend towards increased power with increased switching 

cycles.                

    

Figure 40: Plot of power vs. number of cycles for Al dot/2:1 ZTO/Ir stack. 
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 Though a deeper analysis is necessary for finding the composition of the 

conducting paths and how it varies with respect to Zn:Sn ratio, this gradual forming 

method has been shown to be an effective way to improve the bipolar switching in ZTO 

devices. 

 For dot structures, it is likely that the test probe tip causes damage to the device 

when contacting the overlying electrode. Cautious and careful setup having faint touch 

of probe tips was needed for measuring devices.  It is likely that damage incurred during 

probing contributes to early failure of the dot device structures. 

 Therefore, a crossbar structures in which probe pads are placed far away from 

the active device regions were developed.  

4.5.3 Crossbar Structures 

Crossbar structures are made using Pt bottom electrodes, instead of Ir which was 

used for the isolated dot structures. Because both Ir and Pt are inert and have similar 

work function, they should exhibit similar device physics and therefore their behavior 

should be comparable. Fabrication of the crossbar structures is described in 3.1. 

 For crossbar structures, the stability of the devices is analyzed for various device 

areas by finding the operating-CC for better endurance and uniformity. A plot of I-V 

characteristics without gradual forming is highly non-uniform, non-repetitive, and shows 

high variation in current and voltage parameters. An example is shown for 50 μm x 50 
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μm crossbar device at 150 μA CC in Fig. 41. Resistance switching ratio varied from 10 to 

108 in each device and no specific trend is observed with respect to compliance current 

or device area if switched directly without gradual forming. This can be due to the 

random formation and rupture of conducting filaments.     

   

Figure 41:  Plot of log absolute current vs. voltage showing bipolar switching for a 50 
μm x 50 μm Al/1:1 ZTO/Pt crossbar device with 150 μA CC without gradual forming. 
 
 Gradual forming is adapted and I-V characteristics are analyzed for different 

areas in the following section. 

 4.5.2.1 10 μm x 10 μm 

                    The absolute I-V characteristics of a 10 μm x 10 μm Al/1:1 ZTO/Pt crossbar 

device is shown in Fig. 42. The device is considered to be stable if the consecutive VSET's 

are approximately the same and the resistance window is maintained closer to the 

gradual forming process. Shown in Fig. 42 is a best device in which the gradual forming 

was observed at 500 nA CC, followed by the operating-CC of 10 μA CC to control the 
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permanent breakdown and observe switching. At 10 μA, endurance is higher due to less 

variation in Ipre-SET and Ipost-RESET; VSET shift is ~1 V only for the first 60 cycles, although 

resistance varied. The resistance variation might be due to the formation of more 

complex conduction paths which requires a higher RESET current to rupture the 

conducting path from time to time.  

                                 

Figure 42: Plot of log absolute current vs. voltage showing bipolar switching for a 10 
μm x 10 μm Al/1:1 ZTO/Pt crossbar device showing gradual form CC and operating-CC. 
 
  Shown in Fig. 43 is a plot of the resistance of the the HRS and the LRS vs. number 

of cycles. A minimum resistance switching ratio (resistance window) of 2.2x104 is 

obtained. The higher variation in the HRS than the LRS might be due to the fact that 

formation involves multiple conducting paths while rupturing is instantaneous process 

[98]. It is also shown that there is a relatively uncontrolled decay of the SPA output 

current after reaching the CC in the I-V sweep which makes the switching less uniform 

[99].  
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Figure 43: Plot of ON and OFF resistance vs. number of cycles for a 10 μm x 10 μm 
Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar stack. 
 
 A histogram illustrating the variation in the HRS is shown in Fig. 44. Fig. 44 shows 

a significant number of occurrences in 108 and 1011 in a bimodal pattern. The difference 

in resistance levels might be related to the incomplete rupturing of conducting filaments 

[100].  

                                  

Figure 44: Histogram showing the number of occurrences of HRS for a 10 μm x 10 μm 
Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar stack. 
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 The VSET and VRESET are plotted vs. the number of switching cycles in Fig. 45. It is 

seen that VRESET trends lower with increasing switching cycles while |VSET| abruptly 

decreases above approximately 80 cycles.  The device fails at 95 cycles due to saturation 

of the current in the LRS.  It is likely that the reduction of the VRESET -|VSET| window the 

makes the device more vulnerable to saturation. This saturation leads to the 

disappearance of VRESET with current linear to voltage. 

                                

Figure 45: Plot of the VSET and VRESET vs. number of cycles for a 10 μm x 10 μm 
Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar stack. 
 
   A cumulative probability plot of both VSET and VRESET, along with the calculated 

standard deviation and mean is shown in Fig. 46. As long as the standard deviation (σ) is 

significantly less than the mean (μ), the distribution is spread uniformly.  For this device, 

the mean VRESET is less than the mean |VSET| and VSET is only slightly more broadly 

distributed than VRESET. 
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Figure 46: Cumulative probability of VSET and VRESET for a 10 μm x 10 μm Al/ZTO/Pt 
crossbar stack. 
 
 Shown in Fig. 47 is a plot of the absolute Ipre-SET, IRESET, and Ipost-RESET vs. the 

number of switching cycles (the CC limit on the SET operation is included for reference). 

As explained earlier, due to the codependency of the parameters, Ipost-RESET is swept back 

to 0 and the consecutive Ipre-SET is observed to be constant before SET process, making 

the power needed to form (PSET) and rupture (PRESET) the conductive filament uniform.  

This leads to a longer endurance. 
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Figure 47: Plot of the absolute IPre-SET, IRESET, and IPost-RESET vs. number of cycles for a 10 
μm x 10 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar stack.  The CC limit on the SET operation is included as 
a reference. 
 
 Shown in Fig. 48 is a plot of PRESET and PSET, vs. the number of switching cycles. 

Although VRESET is typically lower than VSET, PRESET is higher than PSET as the RESET 

operation occurs at a much higher current.  

                                  

Figure 48: Plot of power vs. number of cycles for a 10 μm x 10 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar 
stack. 
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4.5.2.2 20 μm x 20 μm 

The absolute I-V characteristics of a best 20 μm x 20 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar 

device are plotted as shown in Fig. 49.  For the 20 μm x 20 μm devices, gradual forming 

is typically observed at 750 nA and the operating- CC with less variation in resistance 

and VSET is observed at 60 μA.  

                         

Figure 49: Plot of log absolute current vs. voltage showing bipolar switching for a 20 
μm x 20 μm Al/1:1 ZTO/Pt crossbar device showing gradual form CC and operating-CC. 
 
 Shown in Fig. 50 is a plot of the resistance of the HRS and the LRS vs. number of 

cycles. A minimum resistance window of 1.3 x 104 is obtained. A proper gradual forming 

process allows the switching ratio to remain stable for several cycles.  However, due to 

the disappearance of VSET in the consecutive cycle even though bipolar switching was 

observed, testing was stopped.   
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Figure 50: Plot of ON and OFF resistance vs. number of cycles for a 20 μm x 20 μm 
Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar stack. 
 
      A plot of VSET and VRESET vs. number of switching cycles is shown in Fig. 51.  

                                     

Figure 51: Plot of the VSET and VRESET vs. the number of switching cycles for a 20 μm x 
20 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. 
 

 The cumulative probability, shown in Fig. 52, reveals a similar standard deviation 

for both VSET and VRESET. 
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Figure 52: Cumulative probability plot of VSET and VRESET for a 20 μm x 20 μm Al/ZTO/Pt 
crossbar device. 
 

 The absolute Ipre-SET, IRESET, and Ipost-RESET vs. the number of switching cycles (the CC 

limit on the SET operation is included for reference) is plotted as shown in Fig. 53.  The 

Ipost-RESET value is maintained higher than Ipre-SET current suggesting the endurance to be 

limited and leading to the disappearance of VSET. 

   

Figure 53: Plot of the absolute IPre-SET, IRESET, and IPost-RESET, vs. number of cycles for a 20 
μm x 20 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device.  The CC limit is shown for reference. 
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 PRESET and PSET are plotted with the number of cycles as shown in Fig. 54. The last 

cycle of PRESET signifies an incomplete rupture. 

                                         

Figure 54: Plot of power vs. number of cycles for a 20 μm x 20 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar 
device. 
 

4.5.2.3 50 μm x 50 μm 

 The bipolar I-V switching characteristics of a best 50 μm x 50 μm Al/ZTO/Pt 

crossbar device is plotted in Fig. 55.  For this device, a gradual form (first bipolar 

switching) is observed at 250 nA and the operating- CC showing highly uniform 

switching ratio after set at 150 μA.  
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Figure 55: Plot of log absolute current vs. voltage showing bipolar switching for a 50 
μm x 50 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device showing gradual form CC and operating-CC. 
 
 The minimum resistance ratio is found to be approximately 300 as shown in Fig. 

56. For these devices, failure via saturation did not occur.  However, after approximately 

48 cycles the testing is stopped as the resistance ratio increased, similar to 10 μm x 10 

μm devices.                                                

    

Figure 56: Plot of ON and OFF resistance vs. number of continuous switching cycles for 
a 50 μm x 50 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. 
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 As shown in Fig. 57, while VRESET is fairly constant, VSET trends towards larger 

values with the number of continuous switching cycles, eventually leading to non-

uniformity in cycles. 

                                        

Figure 57: Plot of the VSET and VRESET vs. number of cycles for a 50 μm x 50 μm 
Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. 
 
 As shown in Fig.  58, a cumulative probability plot of VSET and VRESET indicates a 

narrow distribution of VRESET and much broader distribution of VSET.  Note, however, that 

the standard derivation of VRESET for the 50 μm x 50 μm devices is less than the standard 

deviation of VRESET for the 10 μm x 10 μm devices. 
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Figure 58: Cumulative probability plot of VSET and VRESET for a 50 μm x 50 μm Al/ZTO/Pt 
crossbar device. 
 
  Shown in Fig. 59 is a plot of the absolute Ipre-SET, IRESET, and Ipost-RESET vs. the 

number of switching cycles. Both the IRESET and Ipre-SET trend upward with increasing 

continuous switching, the Ipost-RESET showed variation but remained fairly constant. 

          

  

Figure 59: Plot of the absolute IPre-SET, IRESET, and IPost-RESET vs. number of continuous 
switching cycles for a 50 μm x 50 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. The CC limit on the 
SET operation is included for reference. 
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 Shown in Fig. 60, it was found that both PRESET and PSET trend higher with 

increasing number of continuous switching cycles. PRESET being constant shows rupturing 

of the filament to be uniform, PSET shows that power needed to form the filaments is 

easier but ultimately can lead to dense complicated filament structures leading to 

instability. 

    

Figure 60: Plot of power vs. number of continuous switching cycles for a 50 μm x 50 
μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. 
 

4.5.2.4 100 μm x 100 μm 

 The bipolar I-V switching characteristics of a 100 μm x 100 μm Al/ZTO/Pt 

crossbar device are plotted in Fig. 61.  Gradual forming is observed at 250 nA CC and to 

control the switching, 1 mA operating-CC is used. 
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Figure 61: Plot of log current vs. voltage of a 100 μm x 100 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar 
device. 
 
             Shown in Fig. 62, the resistance of the HRS and the LRS is plotted against number 

of continuous switching cycles. For 100 μm x 100 μm crossbar devices, the resistance 

switching window is only about 10 ohms. These devices did not exhibit saturation but 

the HRS value increased, so the testing was stopped. This might be due to multiple 

filament paths formation and rupture widely spread across the interface. 
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Figure 62: Plot of ON and OFF resistance vs. number of cycles for a 100 μm x 100 μm 
Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. 
 
            The VSET and VRESET are plotted against the number of continuous switching cycles 

in Fig. 63. For this device, it is seen that both VSET and VRESET are fairly stable. 

                                       

Figure 63: Plot of the VSET and VRESET vs. the number of cycles for 100 μm x 100 μm 
Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. 
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          A cumulative probability plot of VSET and VRESET is shown in Fig. 64.  Both VSET and 

VRESET are narrowly distributed (standard deviation of about 0.1 V) about a mean of -0.66 

V and 0.50 V, respectively.  The tight distribution may be due the small switching ratio 

and comparatively easier to control.                                            

    

Figure 64: Cumulative probability of VSET and VRESET for 100 μm x 100 μm Al/ZTO/Pt 
crossbar stack. 
 

 As shown in Fig. 65, the current values before and after switching on SET and 

RESET sides were also found to be remain fairly constant with continuous switching 

cycles for the 100 μm x 100 μm device. In the last few cycles, Ipre-SET seems to increase 

and the consecutive HRS was low signifying uneven rupture of filaments. 
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Figure 65: Plot of the absolute IPre-SET, IRESET, and IPost-RESET currents vs. number of cycles 
for 100 μm x 100 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. 
 

      PSET and PRESET are plotted in Fig. 66. While PRESET trends slightly upward with 

increasing switching cycles, PSET does not seem to exhibit a dependence on switching 

cycles. 

                              

Figure 66: Plot of power vs. number of cycles for a100 μm x 100 μm Al/ZTO/Pt 
crossbar device. 
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4.6 Device Area Dependencies 

 Gradual forming process is a one-time process to observe the first bipolar 

switching on each device. The gradual form CC is followed by the choice of an operating-

CC, which is determined by a series of different CC’s on multiple devices. The gradual 

form CC and operating-CC for various device areas are plotted as shown in Fig. 67. The 

linear dependency on the operating-CC for various areas signifies the importance of the 

constant current density on each device. The nature of the switching stability 

determined by the minimal shift in VSET, Ipost-RESET, and Ipre-SET for consecutive cycles is 

observed only at a specific operating-CC. 

   

Figure 67: Plot of compliance current vs. device area showing the trend in gradual 
form CC and operating-CC. 
 
 
 Shown in Fig. 68 is a plot of IRESET @ 0.1 V vs. VSET for various areas for the best 

devices with constant compliance current density. This signifies that the device is not 
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suitable for multi-level switching capabilities and shows compliance failure mechanism, 

i.e., IRESET is irrespective of compliance current. 

   

Figure 68: Plot of IRESET at 0.1 V vs. VSET for various device area showing the trend for 
operating-CC. 
 

 Shown in Fig. 69 is a plot of the resistance window vs. the device area for the 

best devices. The inverse dependence of the HRS on area combined with the relative 

lack of area dependence for the LRS has been reported previously for ZnO [52] and IGZO, 

[101] is consistent with a filamentary mechanism for resistive switching in these devices 

[17]. The error bars emphasis the different CC’s on the same area device. 
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Figure 69: Plot of the resistance window vs. device area for the best devices with error 
bars for Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar devices using the operating-CC. 
 

4.7 Retention 

 To assess the non-volatile nature of the device, a retention test is performed in 

which the device is either SET to the LRS or RESET to the HRS and then measured 

periodically at a low readout voltage to determine how well the written state is retained 

over time. Shown in Fig. 70 are plots of the HRS and the LRS vs. time for a 50 μm x 50 

μm crossbar structure.  The device is first SET to the LRS using a CC limit of 150 μA and 

then periodically read at -0.1 V for 104 seconds.  The devices are then RESET to the HRS 

and again read periodically at +0.1 V for 104 seconds. Extrapolation suggests that the 

resistance window will remain > 102at 10 years. 
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Figure 70: Retention testing of a 50 μm x 50 μm Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device. 
 
 

4.8 Conclusion 

 Gradual forming is found to be an effective method to control the switching ratio 

for various device areas as opposed to directly switching using a random CC. By the use 

of gradual forming, a constant resistance ratio is maintained consistently for a longer 

endurance for different areas, although anomalies occur in switching ratio after few 

cycles due to existence of complex conduction path in the oxide and interface layer. 

Current density for each device area is found to be critical and considered responsible 

for stable resistive switching. The conduction mechanism with respect to the I-V 

characteristics and possible conduction model is explained in the following chapter.   
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Chapter 5: Conduction Mechanism Modeling 

5.1 Typical Switching Curve 

 A typical clockwise bipolar switching cycle for a Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar device having 

1:1 Zn:Sn ratio is shown in Fig. 71.  Although the switching ratio might differ with 

respect to area and ZTO composition, the qualitative nature of the plot is the same for 

all devices. Because Ir and Pt are both inert electrodes with similar work functions, the 

bipolar switching behavior of isolated Al dot/ZTO/Ir blanket devices may also be 

qualitatively represented by Fig. 71. As shown in Fig. 71, the initial green line is the 

“gradual form” process to form a conducting path between the two metal contacts. 

After the device RESETS from the LRS to the HRS at positive bias, the cycle is repeated. 

In Figure 1, (a) represents the ohmic behavior, (b) a small change in conduction before 

SET process, (c) CC limit to control breakdown, (d) negative differential resistance (NDR), 

and (e) LRS to HRS RESET process. Of these, (a), (b), and (d) shows distinctive current 

conduction mechanisms. As illustrated, the parameters analyzed were VSET, VRESET, Ipre-SET, 

Ipre-RESET and Ipost-RESET. The low voltage slope of the LRS and the HRS are used to 

determine the corresponding resistance. The CC determines the nature of switch and 

the switching ratio, which indirectly controls the VSET of the subsequent cycle.  
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Figure 71: Typical switching cycle of 10 μm x 10 μm Al/ZTO/Ir crossbar. 
 

5.2 Current Conduction 

 Based on the switching direction, it is believed that right after the deposition of 

Al, Al is readily oxidized by extracting oxygen ions from the amorphous ZTO. Negatively 

charged oxygen ions get piled up at the vicinity of Al-Zn-Sn-O layer leaving the bulk 

region underneath the top interface more oxygen deficient than the top interface. 

During the gradual-forming, when a sufficient negative bias is applied to the top Al 

electrode, the oxygen ions from the interface diffuse into the inner bulk region making 

the device switch from the HRS to the LRS [57]. The conduction mechanisms at various 

stages are discussed below: 

 (a) denotes the hopping conduction of electrons from one oxygen vacancy to 

another due to the ohmic conduction [52]. An electron tunneling process is more likely 

to occur if the oxide is less than 5 nm thick but the I-V graph doesn’t follow the 
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tunneling equation of  I=Asinh(BV) [102] relation having A and B as the fitting 

parameters to characterize the ON state. Therefore, tunneling need not be taken into 

consideration.   

 By plotting log I vs. log V as shown in Fig. 72, nature of slope at (b) can be 

analyzed. As mentioned in chapter 2.10, before the SET operation, it is speculated that 

the conduction in the insulator is mainly driven by thermally activated mechanisms and 

follows the relation of ln(I)α V1/2. This relation is similar to Schottky emission also.  

    

Figure 72: An example of log plot of |I|-V for Al/ZTO/Pt showing distinct change in 
current slope just before switching ON. 
  

 The nature of the slope after ohmic conduction is not a constant but varied with 

consecutive cycles with different slopes. Ln I vs. V1/2 is extrapolated and plotted in Fig. 

73.  
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Figure 73: Plot of ln I vs. V ½ graph for Schottky emission. 
 
 The data is a noisy curve due to the fact that the change in conduction happens 

just before the controlled breakdown in ZTO memristive devices. The slope varied from 

5.1 to 10. The optical dielectric constant of an oxide material can be found from the 

slope of a plot of ln I vs. V1/2, βs, [103]  

     

 where K represents the optical dielectric constant, d represents the thickness of 

the oxide, q represents the charge, and ε0 represents the vacuum permittivity. 

Substituting the value of βs extracted from Fig. 3, K is found to be in the range between 5 

and 13.  The high frequency dielectric constant can be estimated as the square of the 

refractive index, n.  Using ellipsometry, n was determined to be 1.8, thus K is estimated 

to be 3.24, which lies close to the range determined from the equation.  
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 A similar graph for the same data can be plotted to check the Poole-Frenkel (P-F) 

emission by using the formula, 

    

where βs represents the slope from ln (I/V) vs V1/2 as shown in Fig. 74.   

        

Figure 74: ln (I/V) vs. V ½ graph for P-F emission. 
 
 The optical dielectric constant estimated from the slope of P-F emission is found 

to be 49, which is much larger than the value of 3.24 estimated using ellipsometry. 

Hence, P-F emission can be eliminated from consideration as a conduction mechanism. 

 It is also believed that due to the conical shape of the filaments formed by 

oxygen vacancies [104], the sharp and narrow shape of the filament near one of the 

electrodes can cause the non-ohmic behavior [85]. Also, it has been shown that low 

oxygen vacancy concentration near Pt can form a Schottky barrier [4]. 
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 This analysis might not necessarily prove it is Schottky, but it does prove it is not 

Poole-Frenkel emission as the dielectric constant value found by plotting I-V was found 

to be unrealistic. 

 At (c), by limiting the breakdown current controlling the breakdown, the device 

current state is maintained at the specified current limit without being destroyed. The 

device is SET to the LRS. 

 At (d), as shown in Fig. 75, NDR is observed before the device switches from the 

LRS to the HRS.  

   

Figure 75: Shape of NDR in I-V graph [65] 
 
 There are three broad categories that results in NDR; (i) processes in which the 

joule heating of the conduction electrons causes a change in the carrier density or 

carrier mobility, (ii) processes in which special semi-permanent space-charge 

distributions are set up, (iii) processes which involve a phase change or atomic 

rearrangement of the host insulator [105]. 
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(i) Joule heating 

 As the electrons are heated they populate the higher minima of the conduction 

band, lowering the mobility (μ α m*-1) and giving an N-shape characteristic. Also, the 

higher energy electrons are more easily captured by trapping centers decreasing their 

mobility and giving rise to NDR. Predominantly, Joule heating is the effect of increase in 

current at the nanoscale and is used to explain rupturing of filament in unipolar resistive 

switching [101].  

(ii) Semi-permanent space charge distributions 

There are three proposals with respect to space-charge distribution. 

 Hickmott [106] proposed that the initial part of the I-V characteristic was space-

charge limited conduction in an impurity band roughly in the middle of the 

insulator bandgap. If a neutralization of the impurity centers by field-induced 

inter-impurity tunneling from a lower lying band of defect levels occurs, then 

conduction is reduced leading to NDR. 

 Simmons and Verderber[107] proposed when an applied voltage exceeds the 

bandgap, electrons entering the insulator with energies close to the electrode 

Fermi energy can only cross the insulator if they make an improbable transition 

to traps of lower energy. The density of electrons within the electrode decreases 

with energy below Fermi level, and so the number of electrons contributing to 

conduction falls rapidly giving NDR. 
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 Barriac et al., [108] added an extra feature of ionic motion. At low voltages, the 

current is suggested to be a space charge limited ionic current. At higher 

voltages electron tunneling occurs, which neutralizes the positive ionic space 

charge by being trapped so that the two current-carrying components are largely 

cancelled. 

 This phenomenon does not happen in Al/ZTO/Pt structures because of the 

smaller thickness of ZTO and absence of trap filling voltage VT, a minimum constant 

voltage beyond which change in conduction is observed. 

(iii) Atomic Rearrangement  

 Two approaches which had a common feature were that of Gibbons and Beadle 

[109] and Dearnaley [65]. In these models, conduction is ohmic (with zero activation 

energy) along filaments which are physically different from the host matrix. In 

Dearnaley’s model, these filaments can fracture, become non-conducting and NDR 

results from the fall in conductivity of fracture. Gibbons and Beadle postulate one 

filament where switching occurs without NDR. 

 In conclusion, NDR may result from the formation and rupture of conduction 

path of oxygen vacancies, assisted by joule heating [110] 

 At (e), assuming a filament model, switching from the LRS to the HRS occurs due 

to rupturing of conduction path at VRESET and switching state stays in the HRS until a 

negative voltage exceeding VSET is applied. 
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5.3 Conduction Model 

 Taking all the factors into consideration as discussed in this chapter, a possible 

model is shown in Fig. 76. As shown in Fig. 76 initially an interface with high oxygen ions 

concentration is formed after deposition of Al. The gradual-form process forms the 

conduction paths obeying ohmic properties and switches the device from the HRS to the 

LRS as oxygen ions diffuse from interface to ZTO bulk. As the gradual form is controlled 

at a low CC, the optimal condition or the simplest conducting filament for reaching the 

LRS is achieved. Applying a positive bias greater than the VRESET makes the device to 

switch from the LRS to the HRS due to the diffusion of oxygen ions from ZTO to the 

interfacial layer and rupturing of the oxygen filament. Subsequent biasing with a 

negative polarity voltage greater than VSET alters the resistance from the HRS to the LRS 

by diffusion of oxygen ions from the Al/ZTO interfacial layer to the ZTO, forming 

filaments using the oxygen vacancies through the interfacial layer.  

 

Figure 76: Proposed Conduction model of Al/ZTO/Pt stack  
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5.4 Conclusion 

 The origin of resistive switching phenomena in ZTO appears to be associated 

with a combination of the bulk effects (such as the filamentary conduction path) and the 

interface effects (such as the oxygen-driven redox reaction) [54, 94, 111, 112, 113, 114]. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 

 In this chapter the major conclusions of the experimental work with Al 

dot/ZTO/Ir and Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar structures are reviewed and an outline of the 

direction of future work will be presented. 

6.1 Conclusions 

 Bipolar resistive switching with a very high ROFF/RON switching ratio (>1000) was 

demonstrated using a solution-deposited ZTO layer. The switching characteristics of Al 

dot/ZTO/Ir blanket and Al/ZTO/Pt crossbar structure devices were investigated as a 

function of the current compliance limit during the SET operation. At higher compliance 

limits, device operation became less stable, leading to saturation and non-switching 

behavior. A similar dependence of switching on current compliance was reported for 

TiO2 devices [95]. These results suggest that the compliance current is a critical 

parameter for controlling the switching characteristics for ZTO RRAM devices.  

 A gradual-form method is implemented by finding a minimum compliance 

current for the ZTO to trigger bipolar switching thereby reducing the VSET, to maintain a 

lower operating voltage and a constant resistance switching ratio. After gradual-

forming, the device is again controlled with a slightly higher CC. Though the bipolar 

switching is observed at various CC’s, it is more stable at an operating-CC which gives 

more insight to the importance of the compliance current density and multiple filament 

formation for various device areas. A retention test is implemented to check the 
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repeatability and long term stability of the devices and they are expected to be stable 

for 10 years.  

 I-V curves are analyzed and found to have three specific conduction 

mechanisms. During SET, initially it is ohmic with a little change in conduction just 

before the device changes to the LRS from the HRS. The change in conduction is found 

to be close to Schottky emission. During RESET, NDR is observed before changing to the 

HRS. NDR explains the change between larger, less resistive conducting paths rupturing, 

and thinner, more resistive ones carrying the current. The presence of an interfacial 

layer at Al/ZTO junction likely influences the resistive switching capabilities of the 

device. The origin of resistive switching phenomena in the solution-deposited ZTO 

devices investigated in this work seems to be associated with a combination of the bulk 

effects (such as conduction path) and the interface effects (such as the oxygen-driven 

redox reaction). A similar origin of resistive switching is reported in [110]. 

6.2 Future Work 

One of the major challenges for memristive devices is to select a designated cell 

within a passive crossbar array without interference from sneak-path currents through 

neighboring cells. A complementary resistive switch consisting of two antiserial 

memristive elements is currently considered to solve the problem [115].  

There is a lot of scope for improvement in resistive switching as fundamental 

device physics is still not completely proved. Lack of an interface can certainly give more 

control over switching parameters [116]. The choice of electrodes like Ti, TaN, TiN which 
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do not form any interface can be used. Addition of trivalent dopant like Al, La or Ga into 

the tetravalent metal oxides can give rise to a narrow distribution of voltage and 

resistance as it makes the conducting filaments less random [117]. 

More characterization like auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and electron 

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in the prepared transmission electron microscope (TEM) 

sample can be used for in-depth analysis of the composition of the interface layer. 

Different annealing temperatures with various compositions can be explored and 

it would be interesting to see how the switching ratio changes with respect to the nano-

structural changes within the oxide. Also, the oxygen vacancy density having a strong 

function of temperature can influence the switching parameters. 
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